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About This Game

You play as a wizard who receives a package from an old friend and gets sucked into a constantly shrinking enchanted artifact.
Inside, scattered magic puzzles must be solved before the room collapses. Using a newly learned scaling spell, you are able to

shrink and expand objects at a distance. After managing to solve these puzzles, another artifact awaits, leading to a deeper
dimension of itself, with more puzzles to solve. Will you survive?

Features

 Become trapped in a magical relic

 Learn a scaling spell to resize objects in the environment

 Solve various thought-provoking puzzles in VR

 Immerse yourself in a mystical and otherworldly atmosphere

 Race against time to escape collapsing rooms

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Conjuror's Eye
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Escality, LLC
Publisher:
Escality, LLC
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 610 MB available space

English
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conjurors eye

There're a big annoying glitche in mid-game thus your time'll be wasted. Don't spend your money cause this glitche is here for
years and no fix for it yet. Besides that you'll not get refund due to it happens in mid game as i said. Also it's not alone, check
the game's discussions for known bugs and glitches.

(i'll change my vote to positive if it'll be fixed.). Okay this will seem weird but I will emphacize this, YOU DO NOT HAVE TO
PLAY THE ORIGINAL TO UNDERSTAND THE SEQUEL! This game is so much better than the original in so many ways!
Nearly everyone can be a big time damage dealer, the difficulty curve though present is nowhere near how it was in the original,
only the final boss gave me any real trouble. The only downside is you HAVE to make sure you use your skill point boost
crystals cause you have VERY limited item space I believe you can only carry 20 of an item at most. Overall this game is a huge
improvement over the original.. Just bought this for my friend and I and it's broken? can click to go in a single player game
SOMETIMES but it won't let us click to make a public room...will probably be refunding unless it's fixed?. Yet another Slay the
spire clone.
+great mechanic around point action system (time related)

-animation are a bit slow
-a bit bland and not enough replayability. This game caters to a specific type of gamer.
It is certainly not for everyone.

If you pay good attention to detail, enjoy puzzles, appreciate well-written stories, but also like some creepiness and the
occasional (very occasional) jump scare, this game is for you.

This game also carries an element of mystery, you're essentaily a detective with a psychological gift, who is attempting to solve
the mystery of a lost city. For spoilers sake, I won't say more. I will only say that the story is quite original and well-thought out.

The atrocities that take place in this forsaken city are grotesque to say the least.
If you've got a dark side and appreciate some great atmosphere and a solid story, this game is for you.
The score is also great.
Voice acting is good.
Visuals are done well.

Only complaint is that the ending seemed a little bit rushed.
Other than that, one of the best horror-mystery-indies I've yet to experience.

8\/10, would solve bloody skin-crawling mystery again.
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I'd recommend picking other things first.

Positives:
- picturesque
- versatile cars (wagons)
- several (Pzb-enabled) trains if you don't have them: 101, 146, 155, 294.

Issues:
- too detailed graphics & too high speed => low fps and stuttering, even in the 64bit version
- the 146 slips at 10-20% dynamic brakes, depending on weather and location; must use F4 HUD and hold it 10% (plus activate
dynamics separately in advance - which sometimes doesn't work)
- several 155 consists have insufficient braking effort causing Pzb emergencies
- about half of the 155 scenarios have impossible timetables
- the shunting missions with the 294 expose coupling issues and AI collision
- Pzb implementation has several issues and some tricks, making it nasty to learn; no need to be afraid of the basics, and
remember to only SPAD with Pzb Override (Del) being pressed until you cross the signal and the 2000Hz illuminates
- QD routes you into a siding or two.

Part of TS 2016.. While it does have its fair share of flaws, I can't say I didn't enjoy the game (which is much more than I can
say for a lot of other games). The controls and overall feel of the gameplay took some getting used to, but once I got the hang of
it, it wasn't too bad. My left hand kinda hurts from shooting so much, though. There is room for improvement in the level
design, but it's not bad for what it is. The visual design could definitely use some work though, I found it especially hard to see
in the Colour Palace. Some of the enemies also felt a little cheap, like the one that shoots four big sticks out when you get close
to it. However, despite these flaws, I enjoyed my time with the game.

Overall, I think I'd give it somewhere around a 7\/10. On my rating scale, that's not a bad score by any stretch. Good stuff..
laggy as all balls. Game is very short.. like it has only 3 worlds...
You can't toggle a full screen ...
Annoying soundtrack that keeps repeating itself...
No much enemies... they all look the same each & every world.

3/10. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing exploiting steam so i can't refund this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game..
...well you tried.

But seriously this game is pretty much Armored Core meets Diablo with loot shooter elements, but the problem is its so stale
and boring that it ceases to be fun about halfway through. The end game content is unsatisfying and getting S ranks on the
missions is tedious instead of a challenge. The story puts you to sleep. The part selection and paint is bare minimum and the stats
are never explained. All the bosses are basically giant versions of the normal mechs with cheap tactics and that's only if they
work properly. I had two of the final bosses glitch out on me quite a few times. It was hilarious but sad at the same time. Also
the Hero Creation extension is basically playing the game all over again, with slightly different dialogue and 3 additional
missions. I S ranked all the missions in this game just so I can get my money's worth but jeez I only did it cause I was bored..
These Hop Step Sing! "games" are well made but very expensive for the amount of time you're likely to spend in them. The only
one that's worth considering even at a discount is the Summer Vacation one, and this is coming from a filthy degenerate.
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